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Introduction
The Relationship Chart
One and one make more than two, and when two people get together a third party 
emerges: the couple. As a couple, a team, a dynamic duo, you both become part of 
something larger that can give you greater power and potential than either has alone. 
As the two of you become one, a totally new horoscope emerges, called the 
relationship chart, which describes what you have become by linking up, what your 
special, mutual universe looks like from inside and out. It may be very different than 
either of you alone, or it may just reinforce you both, but it is what you are together, so 
embrace it. When you move to a new location, you modify that chart, and your image 
together and what you can do with it may change significantly. As with your individual 
charts, you have an inside that doesn't change with a move and an outside that 
changes with locality. To see if you have the best possible fit in this new place, here's a 
look at both.
The relationship chart for a couple is calculated in much the same way as a regular 
birth chart, only using the midpoint in time between the two birth dates, and the 
midpoint in space between the two birthplaces. When a relationship chart is relocated 
in Horizons, it keeps its own angles rather than using the angles of the relocated natal 
chart (as is done for other chart types).

Angles in Signs
Ascendant in Libra
You'll be viewed as an instrument of change here, so expect to find yourselves inserted 
into other people's business in the natural course of things. Just make sure you're really 
welcome, and that change is really necessary, before you put the wheels in motions. 
This is especially true when you're new to the area.
Midheaven in Cancer
You may have to push a little harder to get the news out about yourselves here, 
although getting a rep for being tight-lipped could make you confidential confidantes. If 
you cross somebody's hearth (or their heart), you'll have to show you really care, so 
save your giving instincts for those that count.

Planets on Angles
Any planet on one of the angles (Ascendant, MC, Descendant, IC) of your relocation 
chart will be greatly strengthened when you are at the place of relocation, very much 
like if it were on the angles of your natal chart. If the Sun is on an angle, you'll have 
more confidence; if Mars is there you'll have more energy, and so on. Moreover, you 
don't have to actually go there to get the effect. Having a planet on a relocated angle 
will accentuate that place for you even if you are only doing business with people there 
over the phone. You have an accentuated quality to people in such places that you 
may not have elsewhere.



Relationship Mars Tri DS (Strong)
You'll probably find this to be a fairly energizing climate to work in, and throwing 
yourselves into energetic play or pushing to promote a good cause will make you both 
feel a physical glow. That same easy strength will be visible to others who encounter 
you and spot the aura you put out when you're together.
Mars in Third House
You can put a lot more energy than you might expect into your daily conversations, and 
building a network together could become a main reason for being here. Lively 
discussions and many-sided debates serve to build a fire under everyone -- as long as 
you don't let it get too personal, this is a major resource here.



Relationship Map



Relationship Wheel
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Relationship Scoring Graph
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